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CREATE A NEW PROJECT 

Select Target Device 

When creating a new project, Keil prompts the user to select a target device. If the RelChip RC10000 

Series software pack is installed, select the RC10001 as the target device. If not, use the Keil Package 

Installer (see Quick Start Guide).  

 

Figure 1: Select Target Device Window 

Manage Run-Time Environment 

After selecting a target device, Keil prompts the user to select software components. This manual 

assumes the user is writing his or her own application code for this project and is not using a RelChip 

example project. The user can change the selected software components at any time from the Project-> 

Manage-> Run-Time Environment menu. 

Select the CMSIS CORE and Startup Device software components to get the project started. CMSIS 

CORE is always required.  

 

Figure 2: Manage Run-Time Environment Window 
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CONFIGURING TARGET OPTIONS 

After creating the project, open Project-> Options for Target to modify target settings. These settings need 

to be modified for each RC10001 project. 

Linker Tab 

Clear R/W Base Address 

Click on the “Linker” tab. Keil assumes that the target device uses both RAM and flash memory. However, 

the RC10001 does not have a flash portion of memory. To account for this, the user must clear the R/W 

Base to indicate that no flash memory is used. 

Linker Settings for External Memory Projects 

To run code from external memory, the user must include a scatter file. A scatter file names the execution 

regions in an image and gives the load and execution addresses. Enter the file location of the project’s 

scatter file into the Scatter File field. The RelChip pack installs an example scatter file at 

\RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Examples\blinkyExternal\blinkyExternal.scatter. 

During project build, Keil runs an unused section elimination optimization. The keep command keeps all 

the object code, whether it is optimally removed or not. This is used to keep constant code sections. To 

specify that none of these sections can be removed, use: “--keep=*.o”. 

An entry point is always required for a project. “Reset_Handler” is the standard entry point found in the 

startup files. To define this entry point, use: “--entry Reset_Handler”.  

Linker commands can be entered in the “Misc controls” field. 

 

 

Figure 3: Linker Tab   
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Debug Tab 

Click on the “Debug” tab. The user can run application code on Keil either through its built-in simulator or 

externally through a debugger. Accordingly, the Debug tab is organized into two sections. The left side 

contains simulator settings and the right side contains debugger settings. The user must define the 

appropriate initialization file to run any application code with a RC10001 target device. 

Simulator 

To run code using the simulator, click on the “Use” circle on the simulator side. 

The simulator requires the RC10001sim.ini initialization file. This file is a memory map for read and write 

provisions. The RelChip pack installs this file at \RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Device\RC10001sim.ini.  

Debugger 

To run code using the RC10001_DB, click on the “Use” circle on the debugger side. Select “ULINK2/ME 

Cortex Debugger” from the adjacent field. 

The Debugger requires the RC10001dbg.ini initialization file. This file loads the code and starts the 

processor. The RelChip pack installs this file at \RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Device\RC10001dbg.ini.  

Uncheck the “Load Application at Startup” box. RC10001dbg.ini loads the application at startup on its 

own. 

 

Figure 4: Debug Tab 
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FROMELF COMMANDS 

The fromelf image conversion utility allows the user to modify image and object files, and to display 

information about these files. The user can use a fromelf command to create a listing file. By default, Keil 

will not create a listing file. 

A listing file is very useful because it contains a wealth of information about the compilation process. It 

contains several sections, including compiler information, compiler commands, source code, assembly 

code, memory areas, warnings, and errors.  

Fromelf commands are entered in Project-> Options for Target-> User tab. The command to create a 

listing file is “fromelf -c -s -o .\[Listings Folder]\[Executable Name].lst .\[Listings Folder]\[Executable 

Name].axf”. 

The default Listings folder is “Listings” and the default executable name is the project name. These can 

be changed at any time from Project-> Options for Target-> Listing. 

 

 

Figure 5: fromelf Command 
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MODIFYING SYSTEM INIT CODE 

There is a “SystemInit” function included in the system_RC10001.c source file. The Keil compiler output 

will enter at the “Reset_Handler” on a reset. The “Reset_Handler” calls the “SystemInit” routine to 

configure the microcontroller. This code is user modifiable. The “Reset_Handler” then branches to the 

main entry point.  

KEIL SIMULATOR 

The Keil software includes a built-in simulator. It provides complete instruction set simulation for the 

RC10001. When debugging a program, op-codes are interpreted and executed just as their 

corresponding instructions would be interpreted. This allows program execution without hardware within a 

fully controlled environment. This dynamic testing is available at every stage of software development. 

The simulation traces data, registers, and instructions to give a full insight into the system. 

While the Keil simulator has many advantages, it also has some critical limitations, such as peripheral 

access and memory timing. Software access to peripheral registers cannot be tested in most cases or 

behaves different than it would with hardware. The other limitation is that simulations can only assume 

ideal conditions for memory access. It does not simulate wait states for data or code fetches. 

LOADING EXTERNAL MEMORY 

A fls file is needed for an external memory project to load properly. 

A compiler compiles code in two passes. The first compiler pass builds instructions and data space. The 

second compiler pass assigns relative addresses for the code. The linker resolves address references. 

The loader maps the code and data into memory. The fls file provides the map. 

The fls file requires a binary file segments. By default, Keil will not create these binary files. However, the 

user can use a fromelf command to create them. The command to create binary files is “fromelf --bin -o 

.\[Objects Folder]\[Executable Name].bin .\[Objects Folder]\[Executable Name].axf”. 

The RelChip pack installs blinkyExternal.fls at 

\RelChip\RC10000\[version]\Examples\blinkyExternal\blinkyExternal\blinkyExternal.fls. 

The fls file should be in the Objects folder. 

DEVELOPING WITH THE RC10001_DB SYSTEM 

Make sure that the RC10001_DB development system is connected to the computer, that the system is 

being powered, and that the power switch is toggled on. See the RC10001_DB Development System 

Reference documentation for help with the RC10001_DB. 

A development board socket must be populated with a RelChip RC2110836 RAM to run code from 

external memory. 

 


